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1 .  FELADATSOR

 Olvasott szöveg értése

 1. feladat
Read this text. Some words are missing. Choose the correct word (A, 
B or C) for each gap (1–6). Put your answers in the boxes. There is an 
example (0) at the beginning.

UK men find treasure but sent to prison 

Two British men have been 0. ............. to prison after finding treasure worth around $ 6 
million. The pair were sent to prison for nearly 20 years because they 1. ............. to notify 
authorities about their find. 2. ............. of the coins and jewellery found in farmland in 
central England were more than 1100 years old.
George Powell, 38, and Layton Davies, 51, made the 
find while 3. ............. metal detectors on a farm in 
Leominster, central England.
British law 4. ............. that such discoveries must 
be declared to the landowner and reported to 
the local authorities. But the men kept the find to 
themselves and began 5. ............. the coins on the 
market.
Powell 6. ............. for 10 years and Davies for 8 and 
a half years. 

0.  A  sent B  went C  driven
1.  A  passed B  failed C  asked
2.  A  Any B  Much C  Some
3.  A  use B  usage C  using
4.  A  requires B  request C  recognises
5.  A  to send B  to sell C  to lend
6.  A  jailed B  was jailed C  jails

Write your answers here. 

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

A
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 2. feladat
Read the tips how to prepare for your exams. Match each text (1-7) 
with its title (A-K). Use only 7 titles. Write your answers in the boxes. 
There is an example (0) at the beginning.

How to prepare for your exams

0.  Being well-hydrated is essential for your brain to work at its best. Make sure 
you keep drinking plenty of water during your revision and on the exam day, too.

1.  Don’t leave it until the last minute. Time management is very important, so 
set up a timetable for your study and organize your time accordingly. You will feel 
much more comfortable and calmer.

2.  Make sure you have enough space for your books and notes. Have you got 
enough light? Is your chair comfortable? If the answers are ’yes’, you can start 
studying.

3.  One of the best ways to prepare for exams is to practice on past versions. 
Download the exams from the last years and do them again.

4.  Organise study groups with your friends and get together for a study session.  
You might have questions which they can answer and vica versa.

5.  Parents, little brothers and sisters can be useful in the exam period. Explain an 
answer to a question to them. That will help you to get it clear in your head.

6.  Keep your body and brain well-fuelled by choosing healthy food such as fish, 
nuts, seeds, yoghurt and blueberries. They will help you concentrate on things 
more easily.

7.  Studying for more than 4 hours is not effective. When you feel tired, have a 
break and do some exercise or walk around your room.  

A  Drink plenty of water  
B  Take regular breaks  
C  Eat brain food   
d  Organise your study place 
E  Practise on old exams  
f  Give yourself enough time
G  Plan your exam day
H  Take notes and use diagrams
I  Explain your answers to others J 
K  Study with your friends

Write your answers here.

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A
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 3. feladat
Read the story. Choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your 
answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Chatty family dinners are at risk of extinction as work and technology 
takes over 

Seven out of 10 families don’t sit down together for dinner every night. A survey shows 
that people don’t want to put down their phones and turn off the TV while they are 
eating. Almost half of Australian families struggle to find enough to talk about over 
dinner, and may end up arguing instead of conversing. The research shows that 80 per 
cent of families sometimes sit in silence, and 92 per cent say their digital devices stop 
them talking to each other.
The study suggests work has a big impact on family togetherness. Fewer than a quarter 
of parents, who work full-time, eat with their children.
Overall, four in 10 Australian parents say that their families find it hard to connect and 
share conversation at dinnertime. Television, mobile phones, tablets, and tiredness 
are the things that most often get in the way of this.
However, the research shows that many parents want to do things differently, with 95 
per cent agreeing that conversation improves a meal.
Psychologist Jocelyn Brewer said the findings reflected the way Australian life was 
getting busier and more stressful for families.
“It’s not surprising to hear that 97 per cent of 
parents prefer meals where their family can 
laugh, connect, tell stories and share food,” 
she said.
The survey showed the most common 
dinnertime topic was what’s going on at school 
or work, followed by weekend plans. Only one 
in 10 parents liked politics to be discussed.

0.  70 per cent of families .............
 A  don’t have dinner together every night.
 B  have dinner together every night.
 C  sometimes have dinner together.

1.  Almost half of Australian families ............. while eating dinner.
 A  have a chat
 B  argue 
 C  watch TV

2.  According to research a majority of families ............. during dinner.
 A  often talk to each other
 B  use mobile phones
 C  just sit and talk
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3.  ............. say that it is hard to share conversation at dinnertime.
 A  Half of Australian parents
 B  More than half of Australian parents 
 C  Less than half of Australian parents

4.  Some Australian parents say that it is difficult to have a chat at dinnertime 
.............
 A  just because everybody is tired.
 B  because they turn off the TV.
 C   because TV, tablets, mobile phones or tiredness get in the way of 

communication.

5.  According to research .............
 A  parents want to change things.
 B  parents want to do the things in the same way.
 C  parents don’t want to do things differently.

6.  The reason for this situation is that .............
 A  most Australians have got full-time jobs. 
 B  life in Australia is getting busier and more stressful.
 C  families can’t stop buying modern digital devices.

7.  The most common topic during dinner was .............
 A  what’s going on at work.
 B  weekend plans.
 C  politics.

Write your answers here.

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A
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 HallOtt szöveg értése

 1. feladat
You will hear short dialogues. Listen and decide: where are the people? 
Choose the right place from the list (A to K). Use only 7 places. Write 
your answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) at the beginning.
Now read the list. You have 30 seconds.
 
Dialogues

A  bookshop
B  hotel
C  cinema
d  restaurant
E  at home
f  railway station
G  park
H  supermarket
I  bank J 
K  hospital

Write your answers here.

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A

track 2
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 2. feladat
You will hear an interview with Chris Martin, the lead singer of the band 
“Coldplay”. Listen and finish the sentences with the correct answer (A, 
B or C). Write your answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) at the 
beginning. Now read the sentences. You have 90 seconds.
 
Interview with Chris Martin

0.  The new album is called .............
 A  Chris Martin. B  Everyday Life.  C  Sunrise.

1.  When a band has a new album .............
 A  they go on tour to promote it.
 B  they just fly to the country.
 C  they listen to concerts.

2.  The new album is special because .............
 A  it is the tenth album.
 B  it is the eighth album. 
 C  it is a double album.

3.  Coldplay said that .............
 A  they wouldn’t go on tour.
 B  they would go on tour.
 C  they wouldn’t release a new album.

4.  The biggest environmental problem .............
 A  is flying.
 B  comes from fans.
 C  is pollution of the air.

5.  They promote the album .............
 A  with a new video clip.
 B  with two YouTube videos.
 C  with a concert.

6.  Radiohead .............
 A  is their first album.
 B  doesn’t care about the environment.
 C  uses LEDs to save energy.

Write your answers here. 

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

A

track 3
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 3. feladat
You will hear short news stories. Listen and find the best title (A, B or 
C) for each news story. Write your answers in the boxes. There is an 
example (0) at the beginning. Now read the sentences. You have 90 
seconds.
 

News

0.   A  Nigel wins again
 B  Scrabble rules C  The World Scrabble Championship

1.   A  Which one is not real?
 B  Special weather C  Three Suns in the sky

2.   A  Election in Finland
 B  The World’s youngest Prime Minister
 C  A 44-year-old Prime Minister

3.   A  Ants with 3 legs
 B  The world’s fastest ants
 C  Sahara in Germany?

4.   A  A backflip over the Thames
 B  23 jumps in London
 C  Landing in the river

5.   A  School shooting in Israel
 B  Masada-Armour costs 500$
 C  Backpack with a bulletproof vest

6.   A  A museum named Chaplin’s World
 B  Chaplin’s last 20 years
 C  A new museum in Hollywood

7.   A  Russia had problems with Internet
 B  Russian tests on global warming
 C  New Internet in Russia

Write your answers here.

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A

track 4

NEWS
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Olvasott szöveg értése
1. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

A B C C A B B

2. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A f d E K I C B

3. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A B B C C A B A

Hallott szöveg értése
1. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A f I H B K E C

2. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

B A C A B B C

3. feladat

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

A C B B A C A C


